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Big Change:
The end of Five-Year Plans: All you need to know

Bitcoins losing currency on Budget warning

Mumbai: Trading on Bitcoin exchanges surged on Thursday and Friday after finance
minister Arun Jaitley said in his February 1 Budget speech that cryptocurrencies weren't
legal tender. Exchange servers were said to have ground to a near halt on both days due
to the sudden spurt in transactions, although the platforms themselves said things had
settled down after the initial panic. 

Zebpay, Unocoin, Coinsecure and BTCXIndia all saw large transaction volumes. Mumbai resident Rahul Ray was one of those who sold
his Bitcoin holding on Friday morning. "It was after the finance minister's speech that I went back and checked the fine print on one of
the exchanges," he said. "Basically, even before accepting the money, the exchanges are clarifying that if the government comes after
them, customers may lose their money." 

There was enough demand to offset the exit rush, according to a Zebpay executive. "Our volumes have been pretty high; we have seen
a lot of buying and selling," said Nischint Sanghavi, head of exchange, Zebpay. "There were customers who panicked a little bit early on,
but at the same time there are enough customers who are waiting to buy." 
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Going forward, investors will have to contend with the income tax department over defining gains from cryptocurrencies or setting off
losses against other income. Investors who have sold Bitcoins don't know how much tax could be levied on returns. Meanwhile, those
who entered late have mostly made losses. 

"Until the cryptocurrency legislation comes in, we don't know whether the government will declare it 100% illegal or they will simply
regulate its use. I don't think they will ban cryptocurrencies because it would be a backward step," said Malav Virani, partner at law firm
MDP & Partners. Several investors are said to be planning to define gains or losses from Bitcoins as speculative business income. They
would then set it off against losses or gains incurred from other speculative businesses to reduce or square off tax liabilities. "After the
Budget announcement, one can expect a major crackdown on cryptocurrencies going forward," said Amit Maheshwari, partner, Ashok
Maheshwary & Associates. "If the government rules trading in cryptocurrencies as illegal, investors won't be able to set off the losses, as
one cannot set off losses from an illegitimate business from a legitimate business." 
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Queries may be benign in nature 
Some tax experts are of the view that losses or gains from cryptocurrencies can be set off against returns from other speculative assets.
Plus, the queries may be more benign in nature at this stage. "The tax authorities are well within their rights to verify the transactions
and question the source," said Zulfiqar Memon, managing partner at MZM Legal. "However, at this stage, they may just want to verify
the KYC (know your customer) documents which were produced at the time of opening the account with the exchange and discover the
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source of income." While investors may not be at immediate risk, experts said some cryptocurrency exchanges may be headed for a
shutdown. 
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